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The Grammar of the English Tense System forms the first volume of a four-volume set, The Grammar of the English
Verb Phrase. The other volumes, to appear over the next few years, will deal with mood and modality, aspect and voice.
The book aims to provide a grammar of tense which can be used both as an advanced reference grammar (for example
by MA-level or postgraduate students of English or linguistics) and as a scientific study which can act as a basis for and
stimulus to further research. It provides not only a wealth of data but also a unique framework for the study of the English
tense system, which achieves great predictive and explanatory power on the basis of a limited number of relatively
simple rules. The framework provided allows for an analysis of the semantics of individual tenses which reflects the role
of tenses not only in locating situations in time relative to speech time but also in relating situations in time relative to one
another to form temporally coherent discourse. Attention is paid to the relations between tenses. On the one hand, we
can identify sets of tenses linked to particular temporal areas such as the past or the future. These sets of tenses provide
for the expression of a system of temporal relations in a stretch of discourse in which all the situations are located within
the same temporal area. On the other hand, there are many contexts in which speakers might in theory choose between
two or more tenses to locate a situation (e.g., when we choose between the past tense and the present perfect to locate
a situation before speech time), and the book examines the difference that a choice of one or the other tense may make
within a discourse context. The book moves from a detailed exploration of the meaning and use of individual tenses to a
thorough analysis of the way in which tenses can be seen to function together as sets, and finally to a detailed
examination of tenses in, and tenses interacting with, temporal adverbials. Original data is used frequently throughout the
book to illustrate the theory discussed.
The course that gets students talking.
English File Beginner Student's Book is suitable for CEFR level A1English File, third edition, provides a balance of
grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation and skills to give students the right mix of language and motivation to get them
talking. With lively lessons and engaging topics, classes are enjoyable and provide opportunity for students to practise
and improve. Support for teachers includes a Teacher's Book with over 100 photocopiables along with extra tips and
ideas. The Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook on-screen
and interactive.
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting students talking. In fact, 90% of English File
teachers we surveyed in our Oxford Impact Study found that the course improves students' speaking skills.*How will
English File get your students' talking?Lessons and activities that provide the necessary language, motivation and
opportunity for students to talk with confidence.Learners build confidence to communicate with a proven balance of
Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation and Skills Development in every File.Teachers and students have access to all
their English File resources - video, audio, worksheets and much more - in one easy to manage place.*The English File
Oxford Impact Study was conducted in January and February 2018. Oxford Impact is how Oxford University Press
evaluates its educational products and services so that teachers and learners can be sure that our resources make a
positive difference.Each Student's Book comes with access to new Online Practice that is directly linked to each
Student's Book.
Four-skills American English course with a communicative methodology, engaging texts, and a strong pronunciation
syllabus - designed to get students speaking. With texts and topics that make learners want to speak, American English
File is the course that gets students talking. It gives you full skills coverage with a clear focus on pronunciation, plus wideranging support and resources too. Resources include Test Generator CD-ROMs, DVDs, Multi-ROMs, and websites. The
highly popularteacher's site has extra lesson ideas and resources for you to download.
Provides additional activities for further practice that are specifically tailored to fit with the Student's Book content.
Includes extension activities with extra grammar and vocabulary exercises related to the unit topic to extend learning.
Everyday English tasks present further opportunities to practice relevant, real life English. Review sections allow students
to test themselves and to see how much they can remember. The answer key allows students to check theirown answers
and review their progress.
Skills for Business Studies is a companion to Business Result for students studying Business Studies and related degree courses.
The world's best-selling English course - a perfectly-balanced syllabus with a strong grammar focus, and full support at all six
levels.Headway's trusted methodology combines solid grammar and practice, vocabulary development, and integrated skills with
communicative role-plays and personalization.Authentic material from a variety of sources enables students to see new language in context,
and a range of comprehension tasks, language and vocabulary exercises, and extension activities practise the four skills. "Everyday English"
and "Spoken grammar" sections practise real-world speakingskills, and a writing section for each unit at the back of the book provides models
for students to analyse and imitate.Workbook audio available at a
href="https://elt.oup.com/student/headway/?cc=gbandselLanguage=en"www.oup.com/elt/headway/a.
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting students talking. In fact, 90% of English File teachers we
surveyed in our impact study found that the course improves students' speaking skills.How will English File get your students talking?Lessons
and activities that provide the necessary language, motivation and opportunity for students to talk with confidence.Learners build confidence
to communicate with a proven balance of Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation and Skills Development in every File.Teachers and students
have access to all their English File resources - video, audio, worksheets and much more - in one easy to manage place.
"Just when you thought it couldn't get any better!" A new edition of the best-selling English File - the best way to get your students talking.A
blend of completely new lessons, updated texts and activities, together with the refreshing and fine-tuning of some favourite lessons from
New English File - English File third edition provides the right mix of language, motivation, and opportunity to get students talking.English File
third edition offers more support for teachers and students. Teacher's Book provides over 100 photocopiables to save preparation time, plus
extra tips and ideas. Classroom Presentation Tool brings your classroom to life with the Student's Book and Workbook, on-screen
andinteractive.
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Test and Assessment CD-ROM Full teaching notes Photocopiable Grammar, Communicative, Vocabulary, and Song activities Photocopiable
Revision activities Extra Support, Extra Challenge, and Extra Ideas for every lesson
New English File Elementary

"Texts must be interesting enough for students to want to read them in their own language. Otherwise, how can we
expect students to want to read them in English?" This is the authors' golden rule when they choose texts and topics for
every level of American English File. It ensures you get material that learners will enjoy reading and will want to talk
about. Texts such as "Could you live without money?'' really help to generate opinion and discussion. They create a
desire to communicate. Having created the desire, American English File then helps you to develop learners'
communication skills. One way it does this is with a strong focus on pronunciation. Research shows that poor
pronunciation is a major contributor to breakdowns in communication (Jennifer Jenkins: The Phonology of English as an
International Language). American English File integrates pronunciation into every lesson - the "little and often"
approach. But that's not all. The unique English File Sounds Chart puts a picture to each sound in the phonetic alphabet,
so learners find it easier to remember the sounds and, ultimately, improve their pronunciation.
Called away suddenly to a secret meeting in New Zealand, British spy Ian Munro senses that he is being followed. Who's
following him? And why is the coded information he is given so secret that others are prepared to kill for it? Can Munro
escape and crack the code? Paperback-only version. Also available with Audio CD including complete text recordings
from the book.
A new course with a strong focus on student motivation and communicative outcomes. The package includes DVDs and
interactive whiteboard resources.
100% new. New Practical English video, featuring authentic interviews with real people. Shorter syllabus for Beginnerlevel students.
The English File fourth edition Student ?s Book is packed full of interesting content to keep students of all abilities fully
engaged and motivated. The English File fourth edition Workbook reinforces what is learned in each English File lesson,
and can be used as extra practice during class, or set as homework.
Research underlies nearly every aspect of our culture, with expansive investment poured into it and its significance
acknowledged by governments, industries, and academic institutions around the world. Yet the idea, practice, and social
life of research have not been a subject of study. Of the 164 million items in the catalog of the Library of Congress, only
forty-three fall into the category of "Research--History." To begin the task of understanding research as a concept and
practice, Bard Graduate Center gathered a group of artists, scientists, and humanists--all recipients of MacArthur
"genius" grants--for three evenings of discussion moderated by Peter N. Miller, who is also a MacArthur Fellow. What is
Research? includes conversations with theater director Annie Dorsen, biomedical researcher Elodie Ghedin, sculptor
Tom Joyce, physicist Hideo Mabuchi, poet Campbell McGrath, photographer and filmmaker An-My Lê, neuroscientist
Sheila Nirenberg, geochemist Terry Plank, and historian Marina Rustow, all of whom grapple with questions about the
nature of research from their varied perspectives.
Intermediate Plus is a level specially designed for students on the 'intermediate plateau' with a tailor-made syllabus to give them extra
practice and support, allowing them to consolidate their language and improve their skills. Students build their confidence with a proven
balance of Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation and Skills Development in every File.
English File's unique, lively and enjoyable lessons are renowned for getting students talkingEnglish File, fourth edition, has been built on tried
and trusted methodology and contains uniquely motivating lessons and activities that encourage students to discuss topics with
confidence.NEW TO THIS EDITIONNew and updated texts, topics, and listenings, based on feedback from English File teachersEach
Student Book comes with access to new Online Practice, providing learners with extra practice and activities for each FileOnline Practice
includes new Sound Bank videos, with the unique opportunity to watch a native speaker pronounce the sound, and new interactive videos
where students can take part in the drama themselvesNew video listening activities are integrated into each even-numbered File. These short
documentaries and dramas make class time more dynamic and excitingThe Classroom Presentation Tool shows the course content on
screen, making it easier for you to deliver engaging lessonsTeacher's Resource Centre allows you to manage all English File resources and
download teaching materials in one place.Find out more here
3 Student's Book units Practical English lessons with video Consolidation and review pages after each unit Communication section and
Listening scripts Grammar Bank, Vocabulary Bank, and Sound Bank 3 Workbook units Answer key
"New English File" gives you lessons that are designed to work, to be fun, and that should get students talking. It offers grammar support,
vocabulary banks, and the "English File" illustrated pronunciation system.
Grammar, pronunciation, and vocabulary practice for every unit Extra vocabulary - More Words to Learn Can You Remember? Study Tips
MultiROM with video, quizzes, audio, dictations, and reference material
The course that gets students talking - now available in American English.

A new general English course which focuses very strongly on student motivation and communicative speaking outcomes. Package
includes DVDs and interactive whiteboard resources.
Split editions of the New English File series, with Student's Book and Workbook in one.
Lifestyle Active Teach provides software for interactive whiteboards or computer with projector. It is also ideal for use on a laptop
and in one-to-one classes.
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